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We present our July to Sept 2021 Edition with glad tidings for All. Increased COVID 19 vaccinations have Alhumdolillah led to a gradual reopening of academic institutions and resumption of daily activity. We pray that normalization continues and humanity is relieved of this deadly disease.

For Proceedings 2020 was a year of achievements Alhumdolillah with development of a new website at www.proceedings-szmc.org.pk of International standards supported by the OJS/PKP Platform for online submission. During the year we got recognition from Higher Education Commission of Pakistan (HEC). We thank them for reposing their confidence in us Awarding “Y” Category, an Honor Indeed.

We are now indexed by PMC, Google Scholar, CrossRef/DOI PASTIC and PakMedinet. Efforts are underway for International Indexation.

The July to Sept 2021 Proceedings presents articles from medical and allied health professionals and wide ranging basic and applied research. All articles submitted for publication have been judged on stringent international criteria of plagiarism and blind peer reviews.

We have achieved expanded viewership, with researchers in wide ranging medical fields from different institutions publishing their research in Proceedings Our vision, building linkages with top journals and researchers both in the country and abroad

“We Venture Forth”
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